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Arlansa~ Baptist
OCTOBER 17, 1963

'today in your home, your church, your community,

personally speaking

as compared with f~ve year~ ago!
Well, go on from here. We're out of space and
the ball ~as dQne stopped bouncing l

~~~~A~

7~e dtJet~eet,l,9 dall
1\ /fY fellow church member :aob Crafton, of CenlV.ltral Chur.ch, North Little Rock, tells about a
young surgeon who undertook to operate on a man
for the removal of a ping-pong ball the man had
swallowed. Inste~d of one incision, the surgeon
made half a dozen, at widely scattered points over
the patient's chest and abdomen.
Soon after the operation(s), an old, experienced surgeon came by on an inspection tour.
When he saw the multiple approach of the neophyte, he took him aside and. asked: ''Why in the
world did you make all those incisions',.,
"Well, Doct'' replied the young fellow, "you
see, that is just the way the ball bQunced l"
I don't remember what it was Bob was illustrating with this story, but the expression, "That's
the way the ball bounced,'' is one we hear a lot
from time to .time. It is usually used to refer to
some untoward set of circumstances, something
that had not been on the day's agenda and which
was not desired.
Most of our days seem rather routine....:...they become, '' oh, so daily,'' as the maid said. But in the
'course of a few months or years, there is many a
surprise package for the most of us.
Fortunately, not all of t:Q.e surprises are unpleasant, for we have many ''ups'' with the
''downs.''
Some, day when you don't have mq.ch to ·do but
feel sorry for yourself, sit down and think back
over the last five years of your life. Where were
you five short years ago TWhat was your job, what
were you doing T Regardless of whether you had
any long-range plans for yourself then, how have
things gone for you in the pas~ing· years!
The usual thing · is to evaluate everythil;tg in
terms of dollars· and cents. Okay, go ahead and do
that and get it out of your system. How much
have you made in the last five years! What did you
do with it, what -do you have to show for it Y
Now, think a little harder and dig a little deeper, what kind of person are you now compared
with what you were like five years ago! Have you
mellowed any, are yo~ any more patient, any
kinder, any more understanding! ·
How many friends do. you have today compa,red with five years ago?
What is your place of influence and leadership.
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UTSIDE forces which would use the church for
their own ends come under scrutiny in a series
of articles by the Christian Life Commission. The
first of these provocative discussions is on page 8.

I

. .

.

GNORANCE is too expensive-it costs too
much for a church not to sen~ the story of its
mission work into the homes of its members. The
whys and wherefores are set forth editorially on
pages 3 a,pd 4. You'll enjoy too, an editorial revue
of tfie spa.ce-age. musical, "Space is So Startling,"
which follows.
•

t

N Arlmnsan has been signally honored 'as a
Southern Baptist leader. He is Jay Heflin of
Little Rock, selected as one of 35 from the conventi~n to attend a Baptist seminar on the United
Nations an:d foreign policy in New York. The complete story is on page 11. Also in the Arkansas news
sections are reports on J. I. Cossey Day at Southern
College and the dedication of a new building of
Central Church, Magnolia.
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Arka~sas

Baptist giving

HE giving of churches affiliated with tb,e Arkansas Baptist State Convention for Southern
T
Baptist Convention causes the first nine months of

th~ current calendar year shows an increase of 12.57

percent over that for the first nine months a year
ago acco;rc,ling to statistics released recently by. the
Executive
Committee of SBC. This . was considerl
.
· ably above the 9.63 per cent increase for the Southern Baptist Convention as a·who~e.
Only one state convention, Alaska, showed a decrease for 1963 as over 1962, the Alaska total. gifts
being 11.55 per cent below the state's gifts for a
, '
'
·
·
ye.ar ago.
Ohio with an increase this year of 43.47 per
cent, was far ahead of any other state.
For the month of Sf:lptember this year, Arkansas showed 'a .gain to SBC Cooperative Program of
5,.29 per cent over 'September a ye-ar ago, while 14
state conventions showed losses and the total for
• the SBC was 6.17 per cen't less than the toal for
September ~ year ago.
For September. this year, Arkansas showed a
gain of 53.26 pe:r cent in designated gifts .to SBC
causes ov~r September f:t year -ago. This compares
with an SBC gain in designated gifts of 1.43 pe:r
cent over Septemb~r of 1962.
This certainly 'Speaks well for the fine sense of
stewardship of the Baptists of Arkansas.-ELM

Arkansas Baptist Hospital, Little Rock.
Scriptural and inspirational materials of the
magazine are aimed at meeting the needs of the
hospital patient: For a Day of Hospital Admission,
For . a Day of Waiting, For a Day of Treatment,
For a Day of Rest, For a Day of Recovery, For a
Day of Convalescing, For a Day of Hospital Dischalge.
·
· No indication of the frequency of publication is
found except ''Flail 1963, '' on the cover, ·which
would seem to indicate it is to be a quarterly. This
would seem. to be often enough for a new number
in this field. No~ many people are r~admitted in
less than three months after being a hospital patient.
Although there has been a great growth of
Southern Baptist publications and some may be
trying to do the job that is cut out for the Baptist
state. convention newspapers and magazines, this
magazine, we-believe, would be meeting a need not
now b~ing met by any publication already in existence. We wish Editor Guy and his associates well
in this new service venture.-·ELM
'

Guest editorial

Ignorance too expensive

. It costs too much for a church not to send the
story of its world-wide mission work into the homes
of its members. Sometimes cb,urches quibble over
the pittance which it costs to send the state paper.
Consider what it costs a church not to do so.
Every wise farmer knows that the seed must be
planted and the crops cultivated 1f there is to be a
bountiful harvest. It costs too much not to do this.
1
Every succeessful contractor.knows that it is too
HE first ~ss_ue of a .ne.w Southern Baptist pub- expensive not to plan a building or bridge in advance
lication-the 16~page, 5% by 7Y2 -inch Baptist and get the complete picture before those who are ·
HOSPITALity, for Fall 1963-has just been dis- to put the structure into final form. It costs too
tributed. :F'eatured on the all-color cover is a color- much not to have a plan.
.
Every ' thriv.ing commercial enterprise knows·
ful arrangern,ent of Thanksgiving pumpkins.
Editior T. Sloane Guy Jr., administrator of that it must get the story of its products in printed
Southern Baptist Hospita~ New Orleans, .and sec- forin into the homes of its , prospective customers.
retary of the Baptist Hospital Association states It costs too much not to do this.
in ~he introducti~n to the new magazine that it is
Would that the children of light were as the chilprepared.fo.r di~trib:ution to the patients of 26 of dren of this world.
the 48 member-hospitals of the Association, on a
.There is scarcely a church in the land that is not
trial basis.
1
•
dragging along with great hosts of sluggish and inSome indication of the circulation pos·sibilities different members. One of the greatest problems in
is ipdicated in the fact that more than 750,000 the whole list is the problem of enlistment of the
persons a,re admitted to all Baptist hospitals each members.
-year.
'T hese members do not respahd because they are
Serviirg on the Editoria~ Advisory Board of not informed. They have not seen the vision. They
HOSPIT.ALity is John Gilbreath, administrator of do not'have the whole picture. They do 1;1ot enjoy the

New Baptist paper

T
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thrill which comes from· the knowledge that they are
a part of a world-wide movement. They do not experience this thrill because they do not know what
the movement is nor do they understand how it is
progressing.
,
It costs a church 'too much not. to inform its
members about the church's objectives and mission.
If anyone questions that statement, they can compare a church which w~ek by week' is instructing its
members through the state Baptist paper with one
whic~ is ~eaving its people in ignorance because of
ihe petty financial cost. In the case of the Arkansas
Baptist N ewsmagazilne, this is only 14 cents per
month for eMh family.
'
The majority of Arkansas Baptist churches are
now in the process of considering their budget for
the next year. Is there any investment of its size
which would pay as great dividends as paying a little
more than three cents per week to send the church's
story to a Baptist home !-Adapted from Word a;n,d
Way (Mo.)

near-capacity house at Robinson Auditorium on the
night of the day many had stood for hours in 96degree weather to greet President Kennedy on ·two
appearances in the state, and while the Ark.a,nsas
Livestock Exposition was going at full blast.
A major theme of the play, which has a cast of
79 persons from 17 nations, is that we need to learn
how to live together on the earth even more than
we need to explore outer spa.Ce. Mr. Nod (Cecil
Broadhurst) makes the point that the only thing the
people of the world can do without fighting among
themselves is sleep.
The musical pays its respects to the beatnicks
and to the·self-righteous, professional paraders and
pr9testers. It makes a strong appeal for the accepir
ance of people-all people-as those made in the
image of God. Its "solution'' to the problems of the
world is that propounded by the Christian· Church
-the changing of man '·s character by God who
made him.
Leland Holland, ali Man in Space; Alfred Vondermuhll, as Boy; Ilene Godfrey, as Mother; David
, Alen as Father; and Tom Kennedy as Squatterin-Chief, are especially worthy of mention. But the
•••
whole cast is superb.
Th~ play is rich in musical numbers. In addition
HE Peter-and-Anthony Howard space-age mu- to· ~he theme, '' Spac~ Is So Startling,'' we liked
sical, ''Space Is So Startling I,., is startlingly best "Mr. Nod's Song," "Sleep ·On, Dream On,"
fresh and inspirational in this day of so much that "Wake Up, Your Dreams May Yet Come True,"
is pagan and anti-Christian in the field of en~er ''God Is In Our Cties '' ''The World Can Be One
tainm~nt. It is a compliment to the good taste of Family," "What We Need Is an End to Anti, "
Little Rockians that this production played to a and "One Plus One Can Yet Make One."-ELM

startling!'

T

·•

L El T ER S

:r 0 THE

EDITOR

the people SPEAK
harmony to further the Kingdom of
God.
. .
· How~ver, in Brother Cossey's· article
, he asks, "Do we have any cocklebur
church members"? In answer to that
Cocklebur Baptists
question, I would like to say that l
have £3 Cocklebur Church members and
am proud the Lord has sent them our
AS I read Brother J. I. Cossey's
article, "Cockleburs," in the October 8, way. This may sound strange at first;
1963 issue of the Arkansas Baptist but as pastor of the Cocklebur .Baptist
Church; Route 1, Ward, Ark., I feel it is
Newsmagazine, I could not help but
a. privilege to make this statement.
agree with him concerning the type of
-Rev. Robert L. Campbell.
church member which he discussed.
What a pity it is that we do have
those in our churches who profess to Sweet reasonableness?
know Christ as their Saviour, but fail
to pattern their lives after Hi~. Each
YOURS is one of several State Bapof us should take a long look at our
life and ask ourselves "Is this the way tist papers that I read thoroughly each
God would have me live?" We as Chris- . week. I appreciate the reasonableness
tians need to b~ working together in that you dis-play in your editorials and
Tfi E s pellinll' a nd senten~e structure In this
department are those of the writers. The only
editing of letters to the ed'itor is the writing of
headlines and, occasionally, deletion of parts that
are not. regarded as essential.
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the consistency' of your news coverage of
Baptist affairs; T. Sloane Guy, Jr., Executive Secretary-Treasurer, Southern
Baptist Hospital Board

'Speak

on~

we

n~d

it!'

MAY your tribe increase! We have
muzzled far too often those who would
spur us to necessary duty and evaluation of our Christian position so that we
may more nearly follow the Holy Spirit.
We live in a world of revolution, but
there is so little spiritual revolution
within the Church-what folly!
God bless you as you speak to eaeh
of us. May . we all be jarred into an
awareness of the urgency of the hour
and the great responsibility that ia
ours--spiritual, intellectual, and moraL
Speak on, loudly and clearly, we need
it. You have encouraged me greatly.~
Arkansas Pastor.

From Immanuel, Warren
LET me offer my belated thaDb aad
appreciation for your moat ~
visit with us in the Immanuel ChareiL
Our folks commented that yours ,....
the best presentation of alidea on tbe
Biblical lands which they bad - - . I
share their sentiments.-HaroJd Bnrww,
Pastor, Immanuel Baptist Chureh, Warren.
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Tentative Program

ARKANSAS BAPTIST STATE CONVENTION
Immanuel Baptist Church
Little Rock, Arkansas
November '4·6, 1963
Theme: "Liberty and Light for all People"
Scripture: "The people that walked in darkness
have seen a great light .•." Isaiah 9:2
One hundred tenth annual session
One hundred fifteenth year

MONDAY EVENING, November 4, 1963
7:00
7:05
7:20
7:25
7:80
7:40
7:45
8:00
8 :20
8:25
8:80

Song
.
Devotional ---------------···----·· M. Ray McKay
Enrolment of Messengers
Committee on Order of Business
· Appointment of Committees by President
Baptist Book Store --·--·------- Robert H. Bauman
Woman's Missionary Union ..... Nancy B. Cooper
Religious Education Division ... 'J , T. Elliff
Song
=-Special Music ·····················-···:-··r· Music 'Men
·President's Address .................... C. Z. Holland
Closing Prayer --·-·--·-·-······-····--··· James A. Overton

TUESDAY MORNING, November 5, 1963

TUESDAY EVENING, November 5, 1963
7:00 Song
7:05 Devotional ··--··-··--·-······---······--7:20 ·cHRISTIAN EDUCATION
Southern Baptist College .....
Ouachita Baptist College .....
8:00 Baptist Student Union ---··-····
8:20 Special Music ...............................
8:25 Message ------·-············-----·--·····-··----Closing Prayer ,....,............,.-----·--··

M. Ray McKay
H . E. Williams
Ralph A. Phelps, Jr.
Tom J. Logue
Music Men
Perry F. Webb
W. E. Perry

WEDNESDAY MORNING, November 6, 1963 ,
9:00 Song
9:05 Devotional ............................,.........
9:20 Report of Committee
on Ordination ·-------··-------~------9:86 Arkansas Baptist
Foundation --------------·--------···--9:45 Race Relations --······--·-·--·--····
9:55 Stewardship ···--·-····-·•-··-··---·-·
10:16 Song
10:20 Executive .Board -----------···------·Executive Secretary's Report ....
11:25 Special Music ................----·-···---11:80 Message -----·-····-----------·········-------·
Closing Praver -----·····------·-----~--

M. Ray McKay

9:00 Song
·
Vester E. Wolber
9:05 Devotional ······--·-···-·--··-·--·----·.. M. Ray McKay
9:20 Introduction of New Pastors, Ministers
Ed F. McDonald, Jr.
of Music and Education ..... S. A. Whitlow
Clyde Hart
9:86 Fraternal Greetings - other conventions
Ralph Douglas
9:46 Song
9:50 Message .......................................... C. Emanuel Carlson
James F. Brewer
10:20 Election of Officers
S. A. Whitlow
10:86 Annuity Board ----·-------~--·-···'··--- R. Alton Reed
Elizabeth Alexander
T. K. Rucker
l{. Owen White
10:50 Arkansas Baptist
T. R. Coulter
Newsmagazine .............!.•••••••••; •• Erwin L . McDonald
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, November ~. 1963
11:00 Song
11:05 Special Music ···········-··········--····· Music Men
2:00 Song
,
11:10 Annual Sermon..........,. 7 ................ Loyd L. Hunnicutt
-·----~--------------------------···..
M. Ray McKay
2:05
Devotioqal
.Closing Prayer .,.......................... Charles .E. Lawrence
2:20 Radio & Television Commission Andrew Hall
2:35 Hospital Report -·-·-----·-·····----· John A. 'Gilbreath
TUESDAY AFTERNOON, November 5, 1963
2 ~so Arkansas Baptist History
2:00 Spng
Commission --·-----~-----·-··--- George T. Blackmon
. 2:06 Devotional ----------------·-·-············-- .M. Ray McKay
8:05 Miscellaneous Business-Resolutions Committee
2:20 Civic Morality ---------··-·---_:_ ____ _ Caradine R. Hooton
8:20 Song
2:40 Arkansas Baptist· Home for
8:26 Report of Nominating
Committee
--·-·o··--------····-·· S. W. Euban\8
Children --------···.··-··-·------------·-··· John R. Price
2:55 Sunday School Board ··--·····-····· W. A. Harrell
3:85 Special Music ----·--·----····-···--- Music Men
8:00 Memorial Moments ...................... Cline Ellis
8:40 Message --·····--·····-········----~----··-·--· James W. Middleton
8:10 Song
Closing Prayer --·--··--·r··.---·-····-· Wilson Deese
8:15 SeminaJ;ies
WE.DNESDAY EVE~ING, November _6, 1963
8:8-5 Miscellaneous Business
,
8:50 Song ·
7:00 Song
.
8:56 Special Music -···---···-----····-·-···· Music Men
7:05 Devotional ------·------·--··--··· M. Ray McKay
4:00 M~ssage ····-=;····-··----····--,···...-······-~·-, Douglas Hudgins
7:20 Home .Mission Board -----·--··- Glendon MeCullo~Jgh
Closing Pra~er ·--~---·---···--····--··--- George Balentine
7:86 MISSIONS~EVANGELISM ........ C. W. Caldwell
.
Jesse Reed
8:80 Song
,
Music for the convention coordinated by Amon Baker, Minis8:86 Special Music -------·---······--·----··- Music Men
ter of .Music, Iinmanuel ·Baptist Church, Little Rock.
8:40 Message -----'-'---------~--.---------······--·-- John F. Havlik
1
Closing frayer -·---··--····-..----- C!irl Bunch
OCTOBER 17. 1963
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Courtship, Marriage and the Home

"Mommie," pursued Timmy,
"did you hear what I said?"
L~~ t't
"Yes, I did," she responded.
"And God heard you, too."
Deaq silence.
'
Then Timmy again : "Yes, but
God knew I didn't mean it1"
No scheme for teaching right
and wrong has been devised to
surpass two basic rules :
(1) Consistent parental example
in honesty, fairness, courage, considerateness for the feelings of
others, respect for authority, reverence for God, and loyalty to
people and principles.
"Self-n.1.,oM.11t.•.,.,
(2) Good behavior rewarded
Dorothy K. Whyte
with . pleasant · experiences ; bad
QUESTION: "We very much ation of irresponsible delinquents. behavior, unpleasant consequences
want to give our two children the
It seems to me that the differ- --often a natural outcome of the
proper guidance to fit them for ence between today's conscientious wrong act itself.
· It i~ said that Eskimos never
good ways of life. Sometimes, parents and those of yesterday is
use
corporal punishment on their
however, we find ourselves con- marked by a change in approach.
children.
They believe that to
Enlightened parents .recognize
fused as to how to go about it.
strike
a
child
makes him ugly.
"My husband and I agree in the their children as reflections of
And
yet
theirs
are among the
impression we get that there seem themselves.
best
behaved
children
in the world.
to be no longer stanpards of right, -- .Adults act the way they do
A
teacher
of
Eskimo
children
and wrong.
.
because of their inner feelings
in
Alaska
says,
"To
love
their
chil"We certainly don't want our --contentment,
joy, energetic ·
dren
and
toughen
them-that
is
children to grow up -with no re- health, fright, anger, hurt feelthe
way
an
Eskimo
parent
forms
spect for adults and no considera- ings, frustration . . :
his child into a good adult."
tion for the feelings of other • So with our children.
Specialists Norma E. Cults and
people.
Th~ir actions say to us more
Nicholas
Moseley say th~:~.t the
"Are we completely out of touch clearly than spoken words:
right
way
to behave, like any
with our generation in feeling
...1 am happy."
other
accomplishment,
is better
that some things are right and
"I am curious."
learned
by
doing
right
than by
some things are wrong?"
"I am contented."
doing
wrong
and
beirig
corrected.
"I feel left out."
These suggestions they offer as
ANSWER: Concerned mother,
"I am angry."
aids
in getting cooperation from
there are standards of right and
"I feel unloved."
any
child
(The Only Child) :
wrong.
"I need praise."
1.
Be
sure
you have the child's
I Certain standards are timeless
One little boy of seven recently
attention.
and eternal. Terminology and demonstrated this principle of
2. Use a pleasant tone of voice.
teaching methods change. The inner feeling expressed in o~tward
3.
Give advance notice of an
principles, never.
behavior. ·
impending
order.
Whatever brings out the best of
Timmy, his two brothers, his
4.
Establish
routines .~ A child
body, mind and spiritual attitudes sister, and his daddy were seated
who
always
goes
to bed at eight
in one's self and in others is right. around the breakfast table.
makes
less
fuss
than
one who goes
Anything that curtails effectiveTimmy, growing impatient to
at
7
:45,
sometimes
sometimes
ness or damages the body, mind, eat, said emphatically to his
eight-fifteen.
and spirit of one's self or another mother:
5. Give · directions positively.
is wrong.
"Mommie, I'm ready for my
Use minimum of rules, consistentConstructive .action is right; egg!"
destructive action is wrong.
His ·mother, busy with several ly enforced. Be generous in praise
Your being confused is under- other tasks at that moment, failed and the use of reasoning.
standable.
to give immediate response . .
One lecturer makes the ''judgTimmy bowed his head.
mental" attitude sound like a crim"Dear God," he prayed, "I hate
Mrs. J. H. Street
inal act on the part of parents. my Mommie !"
[Mail
should
be addr~ssed - ~
Another proclaims a conviction
All the family heard his comthat the "permissive" route has plaint to God, but with glances at M1·s. St1·eet at No. 3 Fa irmmtf.
Little Rock,. A.1·k.]
peopled our country with a gener- each other ignored it.
Page Six
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By BERNES K. SELPH, Th.D.

Pastor. 1st Baptist Church, Benton

Methodists influence
IF Shubal Stear:ns sparked new
life among the Particular Baptists of his day, they, in turn,
-, helped him better
understand Baptist church polity.
Apparently, he
had picked up
some ideas from
the
Methodists
about church life.
He stimulated and
organized
Sandy
DR. SELPH
Creek association
in North Carolina. Here he laid
greater stress upon the connectional life of the churches than
upon the interdependence of the .
churches. Independence and interdependence were old and sacred
teachings of Baptists.
Stearns' idea of the interdependence of churches followed ·the
Methodist idea closer than it did
the Baptists.
·
Sandy Creek 'association held a
strong· hand over the churches. It
went so far as to unfellowship ordination of ministers and churches
which acted independent of it.
Its theory was that a church had
authority yet the church could
transfer its authority to the association.
The spirit of independence had
become such a part of Baptist life
that interference with it was sure
to create trouble. Stearns had led
· the association to adopt a un" ani~ous decision essential to all its
actions.
.
With this, proceedings of the
association's meeting, 1770, were
blocked from · the beginning. It
could not secure unanimity on selection of a moderator. The second
day of its meeting was given to
prayer and fasting. Still it could
not reach a unanimous decision.
The third day was spent in the
same way until 3 p.m. · A proposal
was made to divide the association
into three parts, one for each state
repres~nted
(North
Carolina
South Carolina, and Virginia). It
carried unanimously,
.OCTOBER 17, 1963

Baptist beliefs
RECONClLIATION
By HERSCHEL H. HOBBS
Past President, Southern Baptist Convention
First Baptist Church, Okiahoma City, Oklahoma
THE word "reconciliation" belongs to a family of words built
upon the root verb meaning to
change or alter
( allasso) . In each
~se' the resultant
w o r d is determined by prepo s i t i o n s with
varying me a n ings. For examples, kata down,
implying , thorDR. HOBBS
oughness, hence
katallasso, to change thoroughly
(Rom. 5:10; I Cor. 7:11; II Cor.
5 :18-20) ;· apo, from, hence apokatallasso, to change. thoroughly
from (Eph. 2:16; Col. 1 :20-21).
"Reconciliation" renders a word
katallage, a thorough change
(Rom. 5:11; 11:15; II Cor. 5:1819). In Romans 5:11 it is translated "atonement.~·
Now the thought in all of these
words is that of an estrangement
or separation"which must be reconciled. Jesus speaks of one being
reconciled to his brother (Mt.
5 :24, diallassomai, to be changed
throughout within himself) • Paul
speaks of a woman being reconciled
to her husband (I Cor. 7:11,
katallasso, to cllange thoroughly):
In the spiritual sense the reconciliation must I>e between God and
man. Who must be reconciled or
The New Testament clearly teaches
changed? God, or man, or both?
that God needs no reconciliation to
man; it is man who must be reconciled to God. It is the. tragic
.story of man being separated from
God by sin, and this God of love
working a means whereby His holy
nature may be satisfied that He
might bring man back to Himself.
The chasm of sin must be bridged
by the love of God in Christ Jesus.
The price for sin must be paid and
its power destroyed.
Thu& Paul says, "For if, when

we were enemies, we were reconciled to God by the death of his
Son, ·much more, being reconciled,
we shall he saved by his [resurrection]
life"
(Rom. 5 :10).
Therefore, this act of reconcilia..
tion involves the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ (cf. II Cor.
5 :18) . Furthermore, Paul says that
"God was in Christ, reconciling the
world unto himself . . . ." (II
Cor .. 5:19);
.And having made possible this
change in man's attitude toward
God, He has given to us the ministry of preaching this word of
reconciliation to a lost world (II
Cor. 5 :18-19). Thus God who needs .·
no reconciliation to us, yet having
created the conditjon whereby lost
men may be changed from enemies
into sons, pleads through His
people, " . . . . be ye reconciled
to Goa" (II Cor. 5 :20).
In Ephesians and C'(>lossians
Paul uses the stronger verb for
"reconcile," apokatallass'o. Speaking of both Jew and Gentile (all
men) he says, "And that he
[Christ] might reconcile both
unto God in one body by the cross,
having slain the enmity thereby"
.(Eph; 2:16). The use of the intensive form here could mean that
Christ reconciles men both to themselves and ·to God. In Colossians
1:20-22 Paul uses this word twice
with reference to the universe and
man respectively. Here the intensive form suggests not only complete reconciliation but also its
finality at the end of the age .
Note .that in all of these passages·
the cross is central. So reconciliation is not merely ethical but
redemptive. God removes the estrangement of sin by the power of
the cross a:nd the resurrection of
His Son. Thereafter the result is
in man's response to God's work of
reconciliation. " . . . . be ye ~
onciled to God" (II Cor, 5 :20).
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believers and the world has been a continuing problem.
The early church experienced .c onsiderable tension with
society because of the single-mindedness of the early disciples in ,declaring the judgment of G.od on the world's val~.
Obeying God rather than men, the early Christians never
expected all men to speak well of them.
This tension with the. world was redemptive in nature. The
disciples' purpose was not just to be an unpopular irritant
in society, but to be used of God to transform mankind. It
was by1 their rigid and radical refusal to conform to the
world that the first believers transformed their world.
Men like Martin. Luther, John Calvin, J ohn Bun:van.

They would

use t'he church

(Editor's Note: This is the firat of
{0'11-r articl..es dealing with forces which
would ~e the churches.)

William Boothe and the early .t.iaptists in Virginia were in
the New Testament tradition when they created a redemptive
tension with the world. SoCiety reacted against these radically committed Christians and rarely attempted to use them.
The Roman emperor . Constantine was one of the earliest
to recognize the propag11nda potential of Christianity. Wea17
of the long history of persecuting Christians, the wily em'
peror embraced Christianity· and sought to use the church
SHOULD pastors be asked to read Labor Day messages or for his own purposes. He succeeded remarkably, and t.be
preach sermops about highway safety?
Dark Ages followed.
Should the church permit community organizations . to inThroughout church history, other forces have sought to
sert promotional articles in the church bulletin?
give the .impression of divine sanction .on their cause• ~
Should a church building become a civil defense shelter? using the churches. Kings asserted their "divine right" to role
To what extent should the spiritual and. physical resources and received their crowns from bishops. Henry VIII sought
of a church be lent to the support of society's causes?
to use the church to justify his divorce and. remarriage.
Churches are clearly "useful" to· many forces in society.
Hitler ,used many of the·, German churches to propagate
The Texas State AFL-CIO, for example; distributed a his Najlli theories. Mao Tse-Tung attempts to bend ~
"L4bor Sunday Message for Baptist Churches" with the re- churches in China to the sinister purt)oses of communism..
quest that it be "read in the churches" on Labor Sunday.
In contemporary American life, vested interests ban
Similar efforts have been made by management.
.
tried oo use the churches to lend sanction to an oppressiYe
The National Assoc~tion of Manufacturers, through its status quo in race 'relations or to propaga~e a · particular
Clergy-Industry Relations Department, publishes a monthly economic theory. A magazine called Christian Economies
newsletter featuring news from the- religious world subtly seems to equate a conservative economic view with the will
interspersed with conservative economic philosophy.
of God!
Other NAM bids for pulpit' influence are made through the
The modern politician is prone to use the church to gain
organization's Clerical Advisory Council.
votes, the salesman or professional man to use the church
The last presidential election saw both major political for "prospects" and the humanitarian to use the church for
l_larties attempt to use 'the churches to gain votes. Although 11eeded support.
.
it was widely denied, there is little doubt that the' religious
A fundamental conclusion is that every church shoaJd
issue was inserted by Democrats and Republicans alike.
continually reexamine its relationship to the society in which
During the heat of the 1960 campaign, a visitor in some its witness \s given. Is that redemptive tension mentioned
churches might have thought he was witnessing a gathering earlier a reality?
of one of the political paqties for prayer!
.' · ·
Perhaps the best index of the real church-society relatioaNumerous other examples could be cited to reveal society's ship is to be found in the ways the culture- seeks to use Ule
efforts to use the churches. "Soil Conservation Sunday" is church.
The fundamental problem is not inserts in the church
observed, complete with a suggested sermon from the federal
Soil Conservation Service. The National Safety Council urges bulletin, Girl Scouts in the church basement or sermons 011
pastors to preach sermons on safety. Various social service safety in the church worship service.
projects are promoted ·through bulletin inserts.
The larger consideration is whether the world loob
Community charity drives, civil defense programs, anti- the church of Jesus Christ as a means to some more
Communist organizations, citizens councils, temperance important end.
~ovements, Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts-all these have used • In a day when religion is popular but Christianity _ .
some church facilities.
·
,
versive, believers need ~o reptemb..er that the goal of tile
What principles should guide cooperative ventures between church is the will of God on earth as it is in he&'ft!D.
•
the church .and the culture in which . it exists and to which is infinitely more than promoting worthy causes or eva deit bears its witness?
· fending "the American way of life."
The basic concern here is the church's 'relationship ·to soThough it cim never fully succeed in aceompJ.ishinc · •
ciety. The gospel must be preached in specific· cultural situa- history, the cb,urch seeks to create a society which
tions; the problem is to ascertain the will of God concerning mates the divine ideal. To allow· the church of the .l.iYiac
the approach.
·
to be used for anything less is to be guilty of Nasp' I·
Throughout Christian history, the relationship between . [Next article: "Is the church a donkey or an elepbad!

By Ross Coggins, 0!8sociate secretary, SBf! Christian Life Commission
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ARKANSAS

The Bookshelf

Middle of the Road

THE following RCA Vietor records "
have been received recently:
Tony Fontane, "The Hymns My
Mother Sang," including such numbers
as "Beautiful Isle of Somewht!re,"
By J. I. COSSEY
"Leaning on the Everlasting . Arms,"
"Count Your Blessings," and "What a
Friend."
George Beverly- Shea, "The Earth is
THIS question is hard to anthe Lord's." This album includes "Sweet
swer. In religious work, it is hard
Hour of Prayer," "When God Speaks,"
for a preacller to know when to
"All is Well," "Let the Lower Lights
accept the call of
be Burning," 'and others.
·
"The Happy Hits of Christmas," feaa church. It is ·
turing Dick Leibert at the organ conlikewise hard for
sole. Included are such Christmas favora layman to know
ites as "Jingle Bells," "White Christwhen to accept a
mas," "Santa Claus is Coming to Town,"
and "It Came Upon the Midnight Clear."
place of respon"Bonanza, Christmas on the P<mderosibility in the
sa," featuring the voices of Lorne
church orgamzaGreene (Ben), Dan Blocker (Hoss), and
tion. However, it
Michael Landon (Little Joe).
The Blackwood Brothers Quartet feais of far more imMR. cossn
portance for one
DESPITE the drouth Arkansas turing their famous bass, J. G. Sumner.
are such numbers as "There's
to know when to quit.
will present its flaming fall revue · aIncluded
Light," "I've Got to Wall{ That LoneI have coined a phrase,· "resign as usual, predicts the State Forest;.. some 'Road," "I Must Have Jesus," and
when you quit,'' which I think is..~ ry Commission, with the height of "I Shall Arise."
The following RCA Victor Chri~tmas
very fitting. One may not always the color expected jn late October.
have been received:
·
know just when to quit, but he can S'ome of the gums are all ready albums
Jim Reeves, "Twelve Songs of Christ~
know when he quits.
turning, other trees may turn mas." Included are such favorites as
When a pastor loses interest in brown rather than the annual red "An Old Christmas Card," "Silent
his church field' and there is no and yellow, a spokesman reported. Night," "Mary's Little Boy Child,"
Bells," and "Blue Christmas."
thrill in his work, i,t is time for But, all in all, the Ozark and "Jingle·
The Robert Shaw ·Chorale in ·~The
him to resign. When a Sunday · Ouachita mountains stand ready Many Moods of Christmas," including
School superintendent never ob- to thrill you again with the spec- "Good Christian Men Rejoice," "Pataserves an increase in enrollment tacle of autumn's glorious .colors. · pan," 1'4-way ·in a Manger," . "Fum Fum
and no better work being done in ---'· - - - - - - - - - - - Fum/' "What Child is This 1" and "I
Three Ships."
his organization, maybe a change too aggressively missionary. They Saw
"Faith and Joy," featuring the. Faith
deacon thought · he preached too much Temple Church choir. Numbers include,
should be made. When
has lost the thrill of being a dea- about money. He continued to "When Jesus Comes," "Amazing G~;ace,"
con, he should resign so the preach on stewardship and world "Just a Closer Walk With Thee," "My
Hope is Built," and "I'll Flee Unto
church may rephice him with an- missions, and soon the critics Thee."
·
began to follow his leadership to
other man who will work.
TWO new RCA Camden albums are:
A deacon should attend Sunday grow the greatest church and the "Christmas Hymns' and Carols," featuring Mario Lanza; and. "The Spirit of
School and Training as well as greatest pastor in the world.
both preaching ser:vices on Sunday.
A leader :with a long..range con- Christmas," with the Living ;:ltrings.

WHEN TO QUIT

a

If he cannot be active on all

:Qronts, he should be replaced by
some man who can. The office of
deacon is not designed to be a
place of honqur, . but a place of
service. Every church official
should r.esign the very minute he
loses interest in his job.
The Lord's work must go on. If
you hold a church position for
glory, please remember, there is no
glory in failure.
In the early years of the pastorate of· Dr. George W. Truett in
First .Church, Dallas, some of the
church leaders wanted him to resign because, they thought, he was
OCTOBER 17, 1963

structive world .program can stay
and enjoy the fruit of a job well
done. But, a leader with a "soup
and · soap" type of program will
see his efforts crumble into failure. A good constructiv.~ type of
gospel preaching will succeed in
any place and · is needed in every
place.
You say, "How long should I
remain in1 my position ' in the
church 1" MY answer is, as long
as you are getting definite results.
When your work begins to drag
and no constructive gr.owth is
show:n, quit. Don't ever block the
way of progress.'

.j

Offense -

Defense

By Peggy Vining
Little Rock
Have you ever been to a football
game
And sat on the defensive,
Because the fellow sitting next to
you
..
Was "liquored" and offensive?
I guess I'm just old fashioned
But this is what "methinks"How ·can anyone drink that stuff
If tt taste as bad as it stinks?
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J.

I. Cossey Day observed at Southern College

WALNtrT RIDGE.-Baptists of Arkimsas paid tribute Oct. 7 to one of their
distinguished leaders, in a J. I. 9ossey
Day observance here at Southern College.
The occasion was the 75th birthday
of the honoree, the Rev. J. I. Cossey,
who has spent his life in His native Arkansas, serving as pastor, editor and
·
writer, promoter, and educator. ·
Speaking for the Arkansas State
Convention, Rev. James F. Brewer, pastor of First Church, Helena, ·and chairman of" the Executive Board of the convention, said that Dr. Cossey's greatest
achievement was the building of Christian character in the lives of hundreds
of young men and yqung women he had
helped to get a Christian education.
. According to the records, 78 of the
ministerial students he has helped, and
27 young women, went on to senior
colleges after their graduation from
Southern Baptist College, a two-year
college. He estimates the total number-he has assisted would be three times
these numbers.
Editor Erwin L. McDonald of the
Arkansas Baptist ,NewsllJ8gazine, paying tribute to Cossey as editor of the
B!!.ptist state paper during the depression years of 1930, pointed· out that .the
paper had dropped to a circulation .of
about a thousand and was facing extinction when Cossey agreed to take it
and publish it at no salary and not
even a guarantee of expenses. In s~ven
years, McDonald said, Cossey built the
paper up to a circulation of 6,000 and
to a place• of great leadership in its
influence in Baptist affairs. (The paper
now has a circulation of 60,000.)
In his concluding remarks, McDonald
"conferred" upon former Editor Cossey
the "honorary D.G.W. degree-Doctor
of Good Works."
Jimmy Reese, a Baptist layman from
Walnut Street Church, Jonesboro,
praised ,Dr. Cossey for his service as
pastor; Professor W. K. Wharton, of
the Southern College faculty, for his
years as professor .at the .college; and
Dr. H. E. Williams, president of the
~.ollege, for his service as a fund-raiser
:(l);r the college.
J. T. Midkiff, a member of the college
faculty and Baptist Student Union
director; presided.
J)r. Cossey is a native of Damascus.
He ·' received the B.A. degree from
Ouachita College in 1916 and his Th.B.
degree from Southwestern ,Semina;ry,
Ft. Worth, in 1920.
.
The college chapel was filled to capacity, including Baptists from all over
the state, many of them former students "nd graduates of the college.
Visitors were guests of the college at
a luncheon - in the college dining hall
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-Arkansas Baptist Newsmagazine Plloto

DR. and Mrs. Cossey cut tke birthday cake at• tke Southern College celebration.
at noon and attended a reception, at
1:30 p.m., in the new Student -Center,
for Dr. and. Mrs. Cossey.
College officials reported a current
enrollment of 248, a 20o/o ·increase over
the enrollment of a year ago. The · fact
that the college was officially admitted
to membership in the North Central
Association of Schools and Colleges a
few months ago is believed to be a
factor.
Many of the visitors were seeing for
the first time the new Student Center
and Chapel,· completed during the past
year at a cost of less than $35,000,
· with much of the labor being donated
by college students.

In special tribute to Dr.. Cossey,
funds are being raised to brick~veneer
the old college chapel, which serves as
the a~ditbrium for College City Church,
of which Rev. Dale F. Taylor, business
manager of the college; is pastor.
According to Mr. Midkiff, ,' approximately half of the required $4,000 for
the project has been contributed or
pledged.
'
Other ·new buildings in the future
plans for the ~ollege, as announced by
President Williams, include a new and
larger chapel auditorium and a library.
He said it was hoped · construction of
at least one of these could be started
in the next few months. ·
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Accepts state post

'53 OBC reunion

Heflin chosen for talks

MEMBERS of the 1953 graduating
class of Ouachita College are invited
to attend the tenth reunion planned for
Oct~ 26•·at the college.
Planned activities include the homecoming parade at 10 a.m., followed by
a dutch treat luncheon at Homer's
Cafeteria. The homecoming football '
game is slated for 2 p.m. and an aftergame coffee at 4:30.

Coleman to retire

JAMES A. GRIFFIN

JAMES A. GRIFFIN, minister of
education, Ingleside Church, Shreveport,
La., has accepted the position of associate in the Arkansas Training Union
Department and will begin his duties
Oct. 28.
Mr. Griffin was born in Albany, Ga:,
jn .1921. He graduated with distinction
from Norman College, Norman Park,
Ga., in 1940; had several courses while
in the Navy (1942-1945) in aeronautical
engineering; and graduated from New
Orleans Seminary in 1956. ·
Before entering full-time religious
work, Mr. Griffin was employed by
Keenan Auto Parts Company, Albany,
Ga., 1940-1949, as inventory clerk to the
branch manager. From 1950 to 1954 he
was salesman to the manager of theWest Florida Equipment Company,
Marianna, Fla.
In · local churches he has served as
Sunday School :teacher, department
superintendent, general superintendent,
Training Union sponsor, general Training Union. director, and Brotherhood
president. He was ordained a deacon
in 1949 and ordained to the ministry of
special semce in 1954.
.
As a church staff member he · has
served as minister of music and education, First Church, Kentwood, La. ( 19551936); minister of education, Highland
Church, Meridian, Miss. (1955-1956);
minister of education, lstrouma Church,
Baton Rouge, La. (1958-1961); and at
Ingleside Church, Shreveport, since that
time.
In associational work he has served
·as associational Training Union director,
adult director, etc. He has led in Training Union and Sunday School clinics in
Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, Louisiana, Kentucky, Arizona, Illinois, Texas,
\ and Glorieta.
Mrs. Griffin has attended New Orleans
Seminary and has served as state approved Cradle Roll Worker for Louisiana
and has led conferences in most of the
Southern states. .In churches she has
OCTOBER 17,, 1963

H. S. COLEMAN, missionary in Arkansas Valley Association, has an- 1
nounced his retirement following 17
years in mission work in Carey, Caroline
and Arkansas Valley Associations.
Missionary Coleman; like many famous evangelists and kingdom builders,
was not trained in a denominational
college or t:J:teological seminary. 'He surrend.ered to the ministry after he was a
mature man with a family and a successful business man. For several years he
' was active in church and denominational
work as a layman in Louisiana. After
surrendering to the ministry he pastared churches in the association. Later
he became missionary of C11-rey Association.
He gave up the mission work for a
few years to serve as pastor of Bearden.
He returne_d to the mission work as
missionary in Caroline Association 'and
then to Arkansas Valley Association. He
. has been a tireless worker and an earnest promoter of every phase and all the
causes of our Baptist denomination.
Mr. Coleman plans to continue his
preaching and will serve as interim pas·tor. His new address will be No. 4 Floral
Lane, North Little Rock, Ark.-C. W.
Caldwell.
HOT SPRINGS CORONATION
PARK Place Church, Hot Springs,
held a GA coronation Sept. ~2. Queens
were Virginia Beth Graves and Scherry
Radley; queens with a scepter, Mary Ann
Cooper and Becky DQan; queen regents,
Paula Edgin and Gail Knupps; and queen
regent in service, Myra EJla McEarl.
JAKE Shambarger, director of Physical Education a.t Southern College,
Walnut Ridge, has been elected chairman of the college division of the Ar.!
, kansas Association of Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation. Mr. S.hambarger is starti.n g his fourth year as
coach at Southern Baptist College.
~._~--------~----._--~-----

served as Training Union Nursery worker, Intermediate and Young People'a
worker, and department director. In Arkansas she will serve aa state approved
Elementary Worker for the Training
Union Department. She ia capable of assisting a church in all phaaes of its elementary work.
The Griffins have one son, James Elbert, a freshman at Louisiana College,
and one daughter, Judy Ann, a High
School Senior.

,

JAY HEFLIN

JAY HEFLIN of Little Rock, a member of Second Church, has been. selected
as one of 35 Southern Baptists to attend a Baptist seminar on the United
Nations and foreign policy in New
York.
·
Mr. Heflin, a business executive, has
served on numerous committees of the
Southern Baptist Convention, and is a
member of the administrative i!Ommittee of the executive board.
The invitation to the seminar came
from Foy Valentine·, executive secre.tary
of the Christian Life Commission of the
Southern Baptist Convention, co-sponsor of the event with American and
National Baptists.
The meetings will be held in the new
Church Centet: for the United Nations,
across from the UN buiU:Iing, Nov. 4-6.
The entire quota for the seminar is
set at 100.
·
Speakers will discuss issues before
the UN,· Christian ethics and international af:(airs and what Baptists ~n do
to contribute to peace with justice in
,
the world.
In addition there will be special briefings, several discussion periods in which
the delegates will have opportunity to
question the speakers, a tour of the
United Nations, a visit to some of the
sessions of the ·UN, luncheon in the delegates' dining· room and a conference on
how to use what they learn at home.
' In extending the invitation, Dr. Valentine said, ~'I feel that you, by virtue of
your position of leadership and responsibility in Southern Baptist life, should
have a special invitation to attend this
important seminar."
·
ELMDALE Church, Springdale, broke
all attendance records as it observed its
third anniversary Oct. 6. Sunday School
attendance for the day was 217, Training
Union 113. A fellowship hour featured
the cutting of a birthd.ay cake in the
shape of the church.
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Central Church, Magnolia, dedicates . building

DEDICATION services were held Sept. 29 for the new
$350,000 chapel a::1d educational building of Central Church,
Magnolia. The new building is modern in concept, of dark
red brick, glass, and Austin-cut stone in which the Gothic
architecture and modern design are joined by a cloister of
massive archways and an 84-foot tower.
The erection of this building completes the third and final
stage of a building program which was begun in 1949 with
the construction of the auditorium. The second unit, a threestory educational building, was completed in 11}1;6. The
church now has facilities to accommodate 1,000 in Sunday
·
School and p:J,'operty valued at $900,000.
Ginocchio, Cromwell) Carter, and Neyland of Little Rock
were the architects. Selwyn Whitehead of Magnolia was the
general contractor. Serving on the building committee
were.: W. C. Blewster, chairman; C. R. Cole, Dr. Joe F.
Rushton, Ray Sharp, and .G. J. Shinn.

The building was so planned that the new addition would
be joined to the existing educational unit to giv.e the appearance of one building. A chapel with seating capacity of
220 is located on the first floor. Red carpet, laminated
hammer beams, light oak' pews and paneling, and the pulpit
furniture have made the chapel into a miniature of the
church's auditorium.
The ·new unit also provides space for nine departments,
35 classrooms, a library, modern choir suite, bride's room,
records office, and offices for the educational director, music
director, .and educational secretary.
Dr. ~oyd L. Hunnicutt has been pastor of Central Church
since March, 1944. Other members of the church staff are
Earl Bailey, mi~ister of education; Don Edmondson, minister
of ~usic an~ youth; Miss Josephine Dew, financial and pas-.
tors secretary; and Mrs. W. M. Story, educational secretary.
-Reportet

Concord Association ·

Begins nursing home 55 , Orr leaves Tulot

FIRST ·CHURCH, Barling; was recently led 'by Mrs. M~xie Moore in the
installation of their newly elected. WMS
officers.
AT THE CLOSE of a recent worship
service in Immanuel Church, Ft. Smith,
Missionary Jay W. C. Moore assisted
the eighteen Immanuel deacons in ordaining three new deacons. The men ordained were D. B. Parrish, Jerry Wakefield, and Lloyd Herrick. Floyd Wallace, a teacher in the Ft. Smith public
scllools and chairman of the pulpit
committee, served as moderator and
Missionary Moore led in the interroga' tion.
FIRST Church, Branch, A. T. Suskey
pastor, has organized a WMS. Mrs. J.
B. Stewart, associational WMU president, and Mrs. M~~:xie ·Moore, state mission study director, led in the organization.-Reporter

ABOUT three months ago the Pinelodge Nursing Home was added to the
ever-growing number of service institutions in the City of Warren, the first
of its kind to be located there. Mrs.
Georgia McDougald, one of the original
nursing staff employed by the home
and a member of Immanuel Church, envisioned the need for a regular Sunday
School class to be conducted for the
residents of the ·home.
The pastor of the Immanuel Church,
Rev. Harold Brewer, made a request to
,the Ministerial Alliance of Warren for
permission to proceed with plans to begin an Extension Bible class to meet
this need. The alliance had been given
charge of all religious activities for the
home. In the September meeting of the
alliance the request was granted. ·

Benton County
TWO new pastors have been welcomed into the association this month.
Louis •Dewett from Ozark, who has
served the Woodliand Church; Clear
Creek A. !fsociation for seven ye·a rs, bas
accepted ' the Mason V:alley Church.
Calvin Fox, a student at the University of 4rlmnsas,· is pastor of Park
Street Chapel, Bentonville. <CB>
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On Oct. 6 the first class was held with
14 present. Mrs. Ruth Temple taught
the class. She was aaaisted by Miss
Claw Beard, also a nurse in the home.
The Pinelodge Home when filled to capacity will accommodate 75 residents.
The first meeting of the Sunday School
class reached almost half of the number
now in residence. Several of those not
attending were confined to their beds.Reporter.

REV. JOE T. Orr has resigned ' as
pastor of Faith Church, Tulot, Trinity
Association, after serving the church for
five years.
During his pastorate the church built
two new classrooms and compl~ted the
kitchen and baptistry. They had five
double standard Vacation Bible Schools
and were numbered in the top 70
churches in the. &tate for study course
awards earned.
1
Additio~s · to the church du~ng this
time included 110 by baptism and 6S
by letter.
'
The church is seeking a new pastor.

Ward heads association
REV. Ross 0. Ward of Ashdown was
elected moderator of Little River Association, meeting at First Church, Ashdown, Oct. 7-8.
· 1
Other new officers are Lee Dance,
Mineral Springs, vice moderator; Robert Cassady, Murfreesboro, clerk; Gene
Arrington, Nashville, treasurer.
The principal speaker was Gilbert
Nichols, missionary_to Paraguay. Nelson
Tull, Brotherhood Department, represented the state convention.
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Revival news
FIRST Church, West' Memphis, Oct.
20-27; Dr. Andrew M. Hall. pastor of
First Church, Fayetteville, evangelist;
Tommie Hinson, pastor.
HERBERT "Red" Johnson, Mountain
Home, full time evangelistic singer, re- '
ports t~e following open dates: Oct.· 2127; Nov. 4-10, 11-17; a~l of December.
GRAND AVENUE Church, Hot
Springs, Sept. 22-29; Rev. Garland A.
Morrison, pastor, evangelist; Herbert
"Red" Johnson, Mountain Home, singer;
· 31 additions; 22 by baptism; 7 by
letter; 2 other professions of faith .
. ·COCKLEBUR Church, North Little
Rock, . Oct. 21~27; Rev. Lyndell Kin.-.
caid, San Antonio, Tex., evangelist;
Clarence Phillips, North Little Rock,
singer; Rev. Robert L. Campbell, pastor.
SOUTH McGEHEE Chapel, Sept. 290ct. 6; Rev. Jesse S. Reed, state director
of Evangelism, evangelist; Jeff Floyd,
music and education ·d irector, First
Church, -McGehee, song director; 3 additions by letter; 10 professions of faith;
6 for baptism; Rev. Fred Garvin, pastoD:

ARKADELPHIA-Cheerleaders for the Ouachita College Tigers this year
will be these sia: who are posing on catmpus it( their new purple uniforms. Front,
left to right, are Linda Harris, El Dorado; Captain Rita Bradley, Morrilton; and
JUdy Pat Neely, Warren. Back row-: Cherry Pemberton, I;.ittle Rook; Cherry Fish·
er, North- Little Rock; and Sue McAteer, El Dorado.

BEECH Street Church, Texarkana;Oct. 21-17; Rev. Tommy Jones, evangelist; fJ. Nelson Rue, pastor.
~

FIRST Church, Lincoln, Sept. 30-0ct.
6; Walter K. Ayers, evangelist; 25
decisions; 11 rededications; 7 by"letter;
7 professions of faith; Rev. P. 0.
Harrington, pastor.
FIRST Church, Mena, Sept. 30_-0ct. 6;
. Dr. 0. L. Bayless, pastor, Central
Church, Nortl\ Little Rock, evangelist;
Frank Adams, singer; 22 additions; 9 by
bJ!.ptism; Dillard Miller, pastor.

Radio-TV schedule
THE Radio-TV Commission of the
Southern Baptist Convention- has released the November schedule.
"Baptist Hour" topics, under the Novemb.er theme ·o f "Gleams of the Gosi!_el," are: Nov. 3, "Help is on the
Way!"; Nov. 10, "When you have done
your best--what then?"; Nov. 17, "One
·thing Jesus could not do"; Nov. 24,
"Thanksgiving for a failure."
Radio programs, the stations carrying them and the times:
INTERNATIONAL SUNDAY
. SCHOOL LESSON
KCCB, Corning, Sunday, 10:30 a.m.;
KDRS, Paragould,· Sunday 10:15 a.m.;
KTPA, Prescott.
MASTER CONTROL
KCCB, Corning, Sunday, 10:30 a.m.;
KDQN, DeQueen, Sunday 3 p.m.; KXJK,
Forrest City, Sunday 10 a.m.; KWHN,
Fort Smith, Sunday, 12:30 p.m.; KAAY,
Little Rock, Sunday 9:05 .a.m.; KBHC,
Nashville, Sunday 5:30 p.m.;· KDRS,
Paragould; KCCL, Paris, Sunday 4 p.m.;
KPBA, Pine Bluff, Sunday 7 a.m.;
OCTQBER 17I 1963

THE new Student Center and Chapel at Southern Baptist College, built at 'a
cost of less than $35,000, iB prwiding a great asset to the enlarged student body.
-Photo by Galrdner Long.
KTPA, Prescott; KUOA, Siloarit Sprgs.,
Saturday, 10 a.m.
THE BAPTIST HOUR
KVRC, Arkadelphia, 3 p.m.; KTHS,
Berryville, 8 a.m.; KCON, Conway, 2:30
p.m.; KDQN, DeQueen 7 a.m.; KFAY,
Fayetteville, 8:30 a.m.; KBJT, Fordyce,
4 -p.m.; KXJK, Forrest Cit~, 9:30 a.m.;

KXAR, Hope, ·S p.m.; KNEA, Jonesboro,
6:30 a.m.; KPCA, Marked Tree, 8 a.m.;
KENA, Mena, 1:30 p.m.; KHBM, Monticello, 3:30 p.m.; KDRS, Paragould, 8:30
p.m.; KTPA. Prescott; KUOA, Siloam
Sprgs., 7;30 a.m.; KWRF, Warren. 8
a.m.; KWYN, Wynne, 7:30a.m.
All stations carry the program on
Sunday.

Gainesville-Current River News about missionaries
FIRST Church, Rector, has a new
pastor, Rev. Lawrence Green of Jackson, Tenn.
·
LESLIE Allen of Southern College,
has ·accepted the pastorate of Knobel
Church. The church is planning to build
a baptistry.
JUNIOR Vester, new pastor at Colurnbia-Jarrett and Pettit and a student
at Southern College, was ordained Sept.
1 by the Mount Pleasant Church.

REV. and Mrs. J. A. Harrington,
Southern Baptist missionaries who had
been on furlough in the States, were
scheduled to sail Sept. 12 for Bz:azil,
where he is president of Mineiro Baptist College, in Belo Horizonte, Minas
Gerais. Their address is Caixa Postal
1512, Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais, Brazil. He is. a native of Sparta, Mo; she
is the former Edna Earle Looper, native
of Cauthron.
I
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Departments--------------------------------------------leadership doesn't rob the plan for local
E:rpcu f i1'P Rnarrl

State Convention plans
THE annual meeting of the State ConYention will be held Nov. 4-6, 1963, at
Immanuel Church, Little Rock, The
meeting begins this
year on Monday night
and closes out on
Wednesday night.
This change, beginning on M on d a y
night, was occasioned this year by some
rather serious conflicts affecting our
hotel accommodations
which made it necessary to close out
DR. WKITLOW
on Wednesday night, ,
Nov. 6, rather than at .noon the following day. We hope our pastors will give
wide publicity to this change.
President Holland and his ·committee
have worked diligently to provide our
people w-ith a meeting that "fill be ·
emi}lently worthwhile. The theme for the
meeting will be "Liberty and Light for
All People". Dr. M. Ray McKay, former
pastor of Second Church, Little Rock,-~
will lead in a devotional period at the
opening of each session. Other out of
state speakers will ?e C. ;Emanuel Carlson, d1r~tor, ~apt1st Jomt Committee
on ~bh~ Affairs; Dr. K: Owen Wh~te,
pres~dent, Southern Baptist Conven~1on
and former pastor of ~he local F1rst
Church; Dr; James W. Middleton, pastor,
First. Church, Shr~veport; Dr. Dougla~
Hl!dgms, 1pastor, Fir.st Chu~ch, Jackson,
M1ss.; and Dr. John F. Havhk, Secretary
of Evan~elism for the Louisiana Baptist
C?nven~10n. O~r own Dr. Perry F. Webb
will bn~g. the mes~~ge at the cl?se of
.the Christian. Educat1~n presenta~10n on
Tuesd.ay ~-y-emng. The Music M~n under
the directiOn of Amon Baker, ~1rector of
mus~c of the host church will re~der
special numbers at most of the ser~ces.
The proposed budget of $2,218,535 for
1964 appeared in the Sept. 19 issue of
the Arkansas Baptist Newsmagazine.
We need, however, to constantly re,p~ind
our people that the item of $177,500 for
Ci.lristian Education-Special Causes begins to be realized only after we have .
· raised $1,936,035 for state causes and
SBC, and that the $100,000 for the Arkansas Baptist Home for Children must
be raised in the special offering at
Thanksgiving.-S. A. Whitlow1 Executive
Secretary

Bibles Rebound-Leather
or Artjficial .Leather
For more information write: Twitehel's Bindery 3127 Calvert, St. Louis, Mo. 63114
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causes.
"It is worthy of note that our churches
that contributed the largest per cent of
THIS , article was first published in receipts through the Cooperative Prothe Mississippi Baptist Record. It bas gram,. are having no trouble meeting
been used widely and we reproduce . it their budgets. Only those that have
because the thought either cut back or· have not increased,
is a serious one. U are experiencing difficulty.
what W. R. Roberts
"Our Baptist people are missionary.
says be true, many of They have to be. They are and will
our churches along give to missions. Most would prefer
with our denomina- ~ giving through the Cooperative ·Protion may find it dii- gram. If this is not p.ossible through
ficult •to get enpugh the church budgets, we will continue to
money to supply the see designation increase and Cooperaneeds of the budgets. tive Program decrease.~'
-Ralph Douglas, Associate
Executive Chwrch Music
Secretary.
.
·
DR. DOUGLI\S
"According to Por~
It's. almost time!
ter Routh, treasurer of the Southern
Baptist · Convention, Cooperative ProIT REALLY IS almost time for the
gram income showed a gain of 1.86 per
cent over first quarter, 1962.' He said Junior High Choir Festival, and it really
design~ted receipts for S.B.C. work for .is now time to be working on the selecthe same three months period was up · tions -'to be sung I
9.31 per cent over first quarter 1962.
We do hope that every church in
"The above facts speak volum_esL U
the leadership in our local churches are Arkansas who can boast of a Junior
wise they can read the h·andW:riting on High choir will participate in this festithe wall. 'l'he plain truth is that our val, and make ft even finer than last
.people are mission minded and they in- year. Hoyt Mulkey, minister of music of
tend that mission needs around the First Church, Pine Bluff, will direct this
world are to benefit from tithes and Festival which will be held at First
Ch1,1rc.h, Benton, on Nov. 2, 1968.
their offerings.
The festival schedule is: 1() a.m.,
"Chester Quarles tells us i:hat 8() per
cent of our Mississippi churches give 10 Registration and announcements; 10:15,
per cent or less of ·the offering plate welcome and introductions; 10:20, secdollar through the Cooperative Program tion rehearsals; _11; combined rehearsal;
for world missions and that 48 per cent 11:50 lunch; 1 adjudication of choirs; 2
festival program.
give 5 per cent or less.
Each choir will sing one selection of
"Our church membership is not fooled
-nor are they happy. The majority of their own choosing for adjudication. Ali
our people know of the needs arouJl:<l choirs are expected to learn the required
the world. They know, too, th~t their selections and sing in the combined festichurch should be a steward just as the val chorus.
individual. When those responsible for
The music chosen •for this yearmaking up a church budget allocate only "How Gracious Is The Lord", Salathief;
a token amount for Cooperative Pro~ C. Albert Scholin Publishers; "Jesus,
gram, there is only one alternativeMy Lord, My God", Barnby, Pro-Art
designate. Our people are doing just Publications; '"I Will Sing The Wond-r ous
that. The end isn't in sight.
Story", Thiman, Novello & C'o.; "Lauda
"In scores of our churches there is a Anima" (Praise My Soul>, Andrews, G.
gap between the budgets and ·the re- Schirmer; "King of Kings," O'Haraceipts. With the exception of a mild Angell, Shawnee Press.
recession in the middle of 1962 there
The Youth Music Festivals this year
is no plausible reason for this gap from will be held later in the ~pring, on Apr.
~he standpoint of the economy of our 25. These three festivals to be held in
people.
Pine Bluff, Sp.ringdale, and Jonesboro,
"Possibly we should look for the are for the Senior High choirs, and for
cause 'bf our sagging receipts. We would those who combine both age groups in
likely discover that you conscientious their young people's choirs."
givers don't want to see all their offering and God's tithes spent locally.
MUSIC Department reports that in
They want a larger .p ortion to go for 1960-61, 379 churches reported 20,989 enmi-ssions. Since the m11jority of our rollment in choirs.
churches don't have a worthy mission
program, the individual does the next
McGUFFEY'S READERS
best thing, he designates.
After a long and costly search,- reprints of the
"If Baptists knew of a better plan of original I879 revised editiona of the famous MeReaden have been completed and you c:an
distributing mission money than the Co- Guffey's
now purchase exact copies at the !otiowin.r low
prices POST PAID:
,
operative Program, they would adopt Ist
Reader....___$2.60
4th Reader_ · _ $3.60
it. The plan has pulled us through some 2nd Reader._..___ $2.76
6th Reader_ _$3.76
6th Reader- -SU6
hard times and held us together. It will 3rd Reader............$3.26
continue to be a blessing if our church OLD AUTHORS, Dept.AK-10S,Rowan, Iowa
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meeting be made well in advance. The
boys about Jl or 12 yeara of qe. 1
Brotherhood Department' will be happy
thought as I sat there, how proud .Arb.Dto assist the associations in any way
sas Baptists ought to be in reali!ring ~
Season for workshops
p.ossible in conducting the workl!hops.we are providing a spiritual ministry to
'WHILE SPECIFIC training for Nelson Tnll, Brotherhood Secretary
these · boys during their stay in the
Brotherhqod and RA officers and leaders
scllool.
Chaplain Richmond had been having
js always in order when and where such Missions
training is needed,some throat trouble and diffieulty in
- such training is a
speaking. It was my pleasure to preaeh
At the Training School
MUST during the fall
to the boys and giv.e an invitation to
of the year when so
IT WAS my priVilege recently to be accept Christ as their Saviour. As the
many men are under- in the Sunday Evening worship service service progressed, several began to
taking for the first at the Boys' Training School where E. _A. move out as they came forward we~ping
time to fill positions
Richmond serves - -as and confessing their faith in Christ. As
of leadership in the
our cha_plain. The I saw several boys stand in the line to
work. Also, men who
beautiful chapel waa shake the hand of· the .chaplain I just
practically filled .with wished that Arkansas Baptists could see
have been re-elected
to places of leader•pproximately 1 5 0 the same sight and get the same joy
boys and employees.
which I was experiencing. There were
ship need to enhance
It, was an impres- nine professions of faith in that one
their knowledge of
1
·sive sight to see them service.
Brotherhood and RA
work and to enrich their concepts of the
assembled so rever·
In th~ monthly report which Chaplain
ently and to pllll'tlcl- Richmond gives to this ·office each month
real potentials of ouf denomination's
pate so earnestly in· he lists the number of professions, bapgrand programs of work for me~· and for
all of the service. tisms, rededications, etc. In today's mail
boys.
TWo young men stood the September report was received
we heartily recommend the following:
Dll. CAl11WELl
together to lead the which shows 18 professions of faith, 28
r. A ONE-NIGHT ASSOCIATIONAL BROTHERHOOD WORKSHOP for congregUional singing as Mrs. Richmond rededications, 6 baptised into a Baptist
church Brotherhood officers and leaders played the piano. It was a splendid song Church, 35 New Testaments distributed
(with their committeemen) sponsored service and it seemed that evenrone and 860 pieces of literature given and
and conducted by the associational of- participated. I was impress~: also by 38 boys counciled with personally.
ficers and leaders, with each associa- seeing such young children af:llong the·
It is my firm belief that mission
tional officer and leader serving as group. They were. so small and young to money spent in maintaining a chaplain
i,nstructor for the group of corresponding have been involved to an extent that in the Boys' Training School' is well
church Brotherhood officers and leaders. they h.ad to be sent to this institution. justified from any angle.~. W. CaldPastors should attend the section for There were several pews filled · with well, Superintendent of Missions
Church Brotherhood Presidents; and RA
chapter counsellors should sit in with
...,......._-,-·
church Brotherhood RA leaders and committeemen.
The Brotherhood Department, upon
.request, will send a free packet of guides
HERE IS A BOOK
and instructional materials (and other
FOR
YOU!
helps) to every associational Brotherhood president, or to any associational
missionary. (Write the ·Brotherhood DeWhether you are a minister,
partment 302 Baptis't Building, Little
teacher, leader, or layman,
Rock). ·Also, Brotherhood Department
you'll find valuable resource
personn·e l will help in every way to plan
material for sermon-startand conduct your meeting, serving as in-ers, illustrations, and devostructors, when possible.
tional messages in this new
Re1Jell book.
2. ROYAL AMBASSADOR WORKSHOP
This shQuld be a two-night study of
basic RA work. The associational Royal
Ambassador leader and committeemen,
chapter counselors and assistants, church
BIBLE
Bro~herhood Royal . Ambassador leaders
and committeemen, pastors and ministers of education should attend the workshop.
by R. Earl Allen
The basic Royal Ambassador Leaderpastor of Rosen Heights
ship Course should be taught. The basic
Baptist Church, Fort Worth, Texas
coullse inclUdes a . study of the three
sections of the Royal Ambassador Program; Crusaders, Pioneers, and Ambas."Bible Paradoxes is even nwre unique in content th,a,n itn the
sadors, · including an introduction to.
title, I commend it highly." -E. S. James, Editor, Baptist
eampcraft and how to plan the weekly
Standard. " ... exoellent -series of studies on paradoxes in the
c·h apter meeting. All the teaching aids
·teachings and life of Jesus. cam deepen the life of am.y church
including filmstrips should be used. It is
member who reads these lines thoughtfully."- E,ice A. Pierce,
necessary that the instructor for thfs
Editor, Young People's materials, Training Union Departcourse be someone who has taken the
ment, BSSB.
Leadership Training Course. For a successful program of Royal Ambassador
Order your copy· today from BAPTIST
BOOK STORE
work it is necessary that counselors be
408 Spring Street
trained in the full area of their work
Little Rock, Arkansas 72203
and that adequate plans for each weekly
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DISTRICT
WMlJ
._.·' i i
MRS. HARRIRON
BRAZIL

MISS RAPPOLD
NEW. O!tLEANS

MEETINGS

Work of the Rome Mission Board will be represented 'by
Miss Amelia Rappold of New Orleans. ·she is a native Gf the
very neighborhood where she has served as miasionary in a
Good Will Center since 1942. Miss Rappold's plans to become
a Notre Dame nun were shattered when she beearne a Baptist
after attending a club at Rachel Sims Mission on the Riverfront. She has been a frequent visitor to our state as choice
speaker in state, associational and local gatherings.
It is timely that Dr. Clyde Hart, director of Race Relations 'Department of the Arkansas Baptist State Convention,
represent direct missionary endeavors within the state made
possible by gifts through the Cooperative Program and Dixie
Jackson Offering for State Missions. Under his direction extension classes for in-service Negro adult church leaders have
been established in five points in the state. Another unique
ministry which he 4irects is the only Christian camps for
Negro boys and girls in Arkansas.
Others who will participate on each day's program will
be Mrs. R. E. Hagood, state WMS director, and Miss Mary
Hutson, state YW A-Sunbeam Band director.
The nine District WMU Meetings are scheduled to begin
at 10 a.m. and close at 2:30 p.m. and to be held in the
following places: Oct. 21, Calvary Church, Ft. Smith; Oct. 22,
First Church, Berryville; Oct. 23, First_,Church, Melbourne;
Oct. 24, First Church, Trumann; Oct. 25, First Church, Carlisle; Oct. 28, Immanuel Church, Warren; Oct. 29, First
Church, Stamps; Oct. 30, Second Church, Hot Springs; Oct.
31, First Church, Russellville. ;
•
The five regional rallies for members and friends of Young
Woman's Auxiliary will be dinner meetings beginning at 5:45
and costing $1 pe-r plate. Either Mrs. Harrison or Miss
Rappold will speak and meetings will be held in the following places: Oct. 21, First Church, Springdale; Oct. 22, First
Church, Harrison; Oct. 24, First Church, Forrest City; Oct.
28,' First Church, Camden; Oct. 29, First ChurcJl, Arkadelphia.
Miss Elrna Cobb, state WMU president, will preside at the
District Meetings, and Miss Mary Hutson, state YW A-Sunbeam director, will be in charge of the YWA rall,i es.-Nancy
Cooper, Executive Secretary and . Treasurer

FEATURED SPEAKERS at the nine WMU District Meetings and five YWA Regional Rallies scheduled to be held
Oct. 21-31 will include Mrs. W. C. Harrison of Brazil and
Miss Amelia Rappold of New Orleans.
Programs at the Di11trict Meetings will feature presentation of three areas of mission work-foreign, horne and state.
Representing Southern Baptist work in 53 nations of the world
will be Mrs. W. C. Harrison of Brazil. Although not appointed
by the Foreign Mission Board until 1923, her years of service
cover her life-time except for ten · years spent in schools in
the states. She was born in Brazil, the daughter of Southern
Baptists' pioneer missionaries, Dr. and Mrs. W. B. Bagby, and
is one of five Bagby children who returned to Latin America
· to be identified with mission work.
In 1939 Helen Bagby married Dr. W. C. Harrison, a veteran of 15 years of missionary service in Brazil. For 26
years they directed the Baptist school in Porto Alegre which
was founded by her sister and brother-in-law, Rev. and Mrs.
Harley Smith, and which is now under direction of her
youngest brother, Albert Bagby, and his -wife, the former
Thelma Frith of Arkansas.
Since early retirement in 1959, the Harrisons have made
their horne in Waco, Texas, where Dr. Harrison is visiting
professor of missions. At each meeting she will tell something
of the romance of mission work begun by her parents in
1R80 and continued today by third and fourth generations.
Race Relations
tensively in tne days of Christ and the
slaves were mostly white. Yet the apostles never made slavery their gospel, alGreat modern day
though their teachings eventually meant
Baptists speak
the end of slavery. If we in the church
ONE statement was made by ' Billy are faithful to the message of the cross
Graham in the Los Angeles Crusade. of Christ, an atmosphere can be created
He called attention to the fact that wherein all racial difference can be
the race problem is settled. and love can prevail."
Dr. Baker James Cauthen, Executive
a world problem, not
a national one, and Secretary of our Foreign Mission Board,
that it cannot be in a recent article in the Commission,
solved by the courts. which some of our readers may have
"It can only be. solved missed, telling about the seriousness of
in the hearts of peo- the race problem as it relates to our
ple as they· accept Southern Baptist Foreign Mission ProJesus
Christ
and gram says: "There is, however, someshed
their preju- thing we could do to strengthen the
dices," Dr. ' Graham hands of God's servants in many lands
said. He spoke on the and add power to the testimony of
race problem on the those who go as visitors to mission
DR. H"IIT
eve of the March on fields. We could make it evident that all
people, regardless of race, nationality,
Washington.
"I am convinced that some extremists wealth, poverty, or station in life, are
are going too far too fast," said Dr. welcome to worship in our churches.
"This would need to be done in whatGraham. "Racial prejudice is a two way
street, but it must be ·ended and Christ- ever way each church would find wisest
ian love must prevail." Dr. Graham told and best in its own situation.
"While Negroes probably will choose
his audience he was concerned with
"some clergymen" of both races who to go primarily to their own churches
have ·made the "r..ace issue their gos- where the preaching, music. and activity
pel. This is not the gospel," he said. are expressive of their culture, it would
"The gospel is the good news that strengthen our testimony to all the
Jesus ·C ilrist died for our sins, and then world for missionaries to be able to
he rose from the dead, and that God say, as far as we know, any one of
is willing to foJ.:give our , sins and to any race or nationality is welcome to
give us new life and peace and joy. worship in any Baptist church anySlavery." he said, ''was practiced ex- wher~l lt would have long-range value
. Page Sixtee

for world evangelism. We might discover that our total witness for Christ
in a world of desperate need would take
on new power and significance."
Each Baptist church is a self-governing body. Each church must find its
own answer to this problem. Yet we
can p.rofit from the wisdom and spiritual dedication of men like Billy
Graham and Dr. Cauthen. It should be
notea that there ·is a difference in worshipping with people occasionally and
in welcoming them as rneinbers into our
churches. Many churches might gladly
practice one but not the other. Whatever a church does about this problem
should not become a condition of Christian fellowship. No Baptist church,
Negro or white, no member of a BaptiSt church, /be that member white or
Negro, should ever want .to do any thing
that would hurt in any way another
Baptist church. The heart of a Baptist,
white or Negro, should be strangely
warmed by .t he Spirit of Christ in a
mutual Christian fellowship of understanding, goodwill ,and prayerful concern · for 'each other as we ·believe the
same things, worship the same Christ
and preach the same gospel.
More important than open doors to
buildings is hearts opened by the Spirit
of Christ ··to all who belong to Him.
All of God's people need to love one
another, pray for eaclt other and do all
in our power .to strengthen 'the total
witness of Baptists of all races.-Clyde
Hart, Director.
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Know your missionaries
BY JAY

W. C.

MOORE

. Conway Sawye~s
ONE of the major problems of
missionary committees in former
years 'in finding and employing
men as associational missionaries was to find a
Baptist preacher
whose heart · was
really in associational m i s s i o n
work - one who
would nQt use
it .as a stepping
MR. SAWYERS
stone to the, pastorate or back to the pastorate or
to a state mission position.

assembly work and he is planning
on spending much time, money
and effort in developing the as-

He ma.de this ·feeling known by
saying, "I feel the Lord has burdened my heart for the associa- ·
tiQnal mission program in Arkansas and hope to live to see the as- ·
sociational program be. the real
striking force of Southern Bap.
tists." .
If this young preacher's prediction of the associational mission
program doesn't materialize then
wbat organized group, outside of
the local church, can or will '~be
come the. striking force?" There
isn't any, as the association is
nearest the churches. The' associations can live and function well
without a State Convention, but a
State Convention can not live
without the associations.
Conway believes strongly in
youth work and especially summer
0
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ARKANSAS BAPTIST FOUNDATION

For further information write:

Baptist Buildi~g
401 West Capitol Avenue
Lfttle Rock, Arkansas

In the past 20 years this problem has decreased by the. call of
God to the associational field mature and experienced men of God
who felt God ·wanted them in the
associational field as a mission::.'
ary.
God is impressing younger men
now with this burden and compassion to do the work of an associa-·
tional missionary. One such young
man is Conway Sawyers, you~g in
tl,le ministry and young as a missionary, who has seen one year of
service as missionary in. Liberty
Association.

sembly grounds at Beech Springs
into an assembly that will reach
hundreds of their young people.

Are your./amilies worth
each per week?
It costs less than 4¢ a ' family per week t.o send
the ARKANSAS BAPTIST NEWSMAGAZINE to all
your families through the .C hurch Budget ·s ubscription plan.
The cost is only 14¢ per name per month,.

which is:
$1.40 a month for 10

$ 5.60 a

families
$2.10 a month for 15

$ 7.00

families
$2.80 a month for 20

$10.50

families

$3.50 a month for 25

$I 4.00

families
$4.20 a month for 30
.families

$28.00

mo,.th for 40.
fa "lilies
a month for 50
families
a month for'75
families
a month for
100 families
a month for

200 families

Write us for details on how you may receive one
month's free trial for
your families: - .

all

ARKANSAS BAPTIST NEWSMAGAZINE
401 West Capitol
Little Rock, Arkansas
Pa~
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ADULT INTERPRETATION CLINIC
OCTOBER 28
9.

Explaining
the latest of
everything to
all who
want to know!

8.

10 a. m. - 5 p. m.

SECOND
BAPTIST
CHURCH

2. Introducing
"new Look" inAdult
wo.ll'k for ' Pastors,
Directors, all Adult
Union members.

Giving guides
tc, improvement
of all programs.

WANTED:
500
ADULTS
to
ATTEND

3. Led by Bob Cook and
Versil Crenshaw,
Sunday School Board:

7. Planning to reach
100,000 additional Adults.

5.

6.

Demonstrating Revised
Sunda) Evening
schedule.

Explaining
Alternate AOU!t
Organization.

4. Introducing nev•
quarterlies: completely
new rurmat for aU
aauft quarter lie::;.

I

WHO ATTEND?
a e

Eight~ten

Pa.stors, Ministers of Education, Training Umon Directors, Adult
Department -officers and Adult Union members, Associational Officers.
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Children's

Nook------~------------

Butterflies and
mountains

THE UPWAR·D WAY
By Carrie I. Quick

BY THELMA C. CARTER ONE miracle of the natural world IS
that butterflifils can live in mountain
areas. They are in high altitudes where
people suffer headaches and sickness because ·of the height. Among these
butterflies are big, brightly colored, blue
and yellow ones, as well as smaller
white and orange ones.
·Countless thousands are found on the
highest peaks of the Andes Mountains.
The butterflies appear on the high mountain points after the winter· snow has
melted and- wild flowers bloom on the
slopes. ·
'
The hot, tropical' climate where there
are many volcanoes among ·the Andes
Mountains is a favorite home of butterflies and insects. Brazil in South America is the home of more different kinds
of butterflies than any other part of the
world.
Wherever there are flowering plants
-in valleys, deserts, hills, and mountains
- butterflies find their way. Amid horned
beetles, worms, weevils, spiders, and
other insects, butterflies hover. They are
~etting sweet nectar from flowers.
Buttetflies are amazingly sensitive to
approaching storms and weather change
Even before storm winds strike ·t he high
mountain peaks, these beautiful creatures
seek the refuge of caves and rocks.
Naturalists tell us that one of the inost
amazing sight!il is to see fragile butterflies hugging the ground, with wings
outspread, to avoid being blown away.
~ven though they are nearsighted, seeing only a few · feet ahead, butterflies
sense danger in moving objects. Thus
they are always on the ~ove.
'
One cannot help but say ,with the
psalmist: "Many, 0 Lord my God, are
thy wonderful works .. . . they are more
than can be numbered" CPRalm 40:5).

MORNING THOUGHTS
' ·BY EVAN. EHRMAN
Dear Heavenly Father,
It cheers u~ to know
Thou wilt be with us
This day where we go:
To places of work
Or travel or school,
Or to serve in our homes.
Please make us· a tool
Most useful to thee
And bring to our thought
"Lo, I am with you"
As, Jesus has taught.
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TO spell the words in this
·Bible verse, start with the
letter T in the middle column.
~ove letter by letter until you
come to the T followed by a
perio.d. You should not ' cut
corners or skip letters. The
first word is "Thou."
ANSWER
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The farmer's helper
By William P. Suiter
IMAGINE that all over the world people are starving. Anywhere food is to
be found people fight over it like animals. Grocery stores. are empty. People's
pantries are empty. Farms are bare.
Insects are everywhere. Insects are taking over the world. They have eaten all
the food on the .farms.
Can such a situation be true? Can such a ·thing really happen.? Probably not,
but if it .were not for the millions of spiders in the world, this would be more
'
likely to ·happen.
The common spider eats insects l.vhich destroy the plants on which we depend
for food. Like most creatures, spiders have a part in keeping the balance of nature.
By, destroying harmful insect s, spiders help. plants to grow. Spiders, in turn, provide
fobd for birds and other creatures.
·
.
Some. spiders help keep this balance of nature in the water. They do this by
,eating many small fish. Those fish which are not eaten have enough :(ood to grow
large. Then they can lay eggs to hatch more fish. Sometimes those very spiders
'
may become food for the large fish.
Spiders are not insects. They belong to the family called Araneida. Spiders have
eight legs, and most of them have eight eyes. V{ith so many eyes, do you wonder
that they scamper away when a human being comes near. They can see in all
directions.
Many thousands of kinds of spiders live on the earth. Some are very large,
others very small. Spiders are found almost everywhere. These' creatures have been
found on Mount Everest, the highest mountain on earth and in· caves far beneath
the earth.
,
One species lives underwater. It spins a net beneath the water among the
leaves of a water plant. Then it collects air in tiny bubbles and st ores it DDder
the net. When it· has a large bubble, it moves into its underwater house and la7a
its eggs there.
In the autumn the baby spiders hatch. Later they le~ve the large bubble ia
tiny bubbles of their own. The bubbles pop to the surface, and t he spiders to the world to· grow and build their own homes of air.
Even the common hoUse spider does its part in destroying harmful iDlleda..
Without the spider, we would be more. likely to lose our world to insecta.
(Sunday School Board Syndicate, all rights reserved)
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YOU ARE. CORDIALLY INVITED
·TO VISIT BAPTIST BOOK STORES
DURING NATIONAL BIBLE WEEK
OCTOBER 21-27, 1963
Your local · Baptist Book Store offers an excellent selection
of Bibles from all publish~rs-including King James and
Modem Versions. There is a size, binding, and color for
every need. Choose one of these extra-value Bibles today.

04699X-A teacher's Bible with illustrated '<Yclopedic-concordance plus self-pronouncing words, dictionary of scriptural proper
names, and subject index. Natural morocco binding. (S-o) $21.00
''

\

S33X-Features '\nclude an extensive combination dictionary-concordance, large clear print, ~erse references within the ·text, and
Messianic prophecies starred. Genuine . mdrocco leather binding.
. (t9h) $14.95
2400X-Center-column .references, concordance, summary of each
book of the Bible, and full-color maps. Genuine morocco binding,
$10.95
only %-inch thick. (9h)
S200RL-Among the scores of study aids are sections on: How to
Study the Bible, Suggestions for Teachers, A Harmony of the Gospels, plus the words of Christ in red. French morocco binding.
(19c) $10.00
61X-To meet the demand for a small Bible with large
features, Cambridge presents this edition with a concordance,
ences, and full-color maps. Ariston binding, only %-inch
Specify black, blue, or red binding. (76c)

Bible
.referthick.
$5.95

603-Boys and girls everywhere prefer this gift Bible. Full-color
covers of sturdy cloth, the Lord's Prayer, 2}rd Ps~lm, and full-color
illustrations of biblical ~cenes, plus memory gems-make'. this a
$2.75
wonderful first Bible. (33w)
8S31B-New! At a low price, here's a Bible with. illuminated. ~3rd
Psalm, read-aloud guide to stories of Jesus, full-color maps., and
words of Christ in red. Black imitation leather binding. (Sn)
Only $1.98

Come Jn now and make your selection froui these and other
JL handsome gift Bibles at

'
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Sunday·School

Lesson-·-·~~---------------------------~~

Christian responsibility
BY JOHN R. MADDOX, PASTOR
FIRST CHURCH, CAMDEN

Lesson ,Text:

Matthew 4-1'1; I Cor. 8-11:1
October 20, 1963

A. Christ is Victorio~s over TemptaVictory is Ultimately As·
Followers (Matt. 4:1-11 ; I
Cor. 10:13).
JESUS had. just
been
baptized
by
John t~ Baptist in
the River Jordan.
God, the Father, had
placed His stamp of
ll.pproval upon 'His
Son (Matt. 3:13-17).
The Spirit then led
Jesus to a secluded
p1ace
w.h,e re
He
prayed and sought
I DR. MADDOX
more fully the will
of the Father for His life. So earnestly
was J esus in His pursuit of God's ' will
that He stayed there forty days without eating.
Satan, the tempter or false accuser,
felt this to be his best time to tempt the
m of God. Three temptations followed.
irst, Satan · appealed to Christ's bodily
Jeeds in tempting Christ to turn the
stones into bread, thus satisfying his
phy·sical hunger. There is nothing
wrong in feeding .o ne's body, for witpout food we cannot exist. · But Christ
was not about to yield to the evil desires of Sa ta n, which were behind his
suggestion. So Christ won the first
round by quoting scrip.t ure fr~~ Deuteronomy 8 :3 : "Man shall not live by
bread alo:qe, but .by eveTy ward that
proceedeth out of the mouth of God."
The second temptation called for a
short cut to popularity, ~nd the a-pproval of the masses of the people.
Satan suggested to Jesus that if He
really were the Son of. God, for Him to
jump off the pinnacle of the temple,
·and allow His angels to protect. Him.
Satan also used scr~ptures here, saying: "For it is written, He shall Jl:ive his
angels charge concerning thee: and on
,their hands they shall bear Thee up,
lest thou dash thy foot a gainst a stone"
(Psalm 9\:11-12). In response Jesus
again quoted f rom the Word of God, as
found in Deuteronomy 6:16: "Thou shalt
not t empt the Lord, thy God."
In the third t emptation Satan became so bold as to ask Christ to bow
-down and worship him, and as reward
Sat an would give Christ all of the kingdoms of the world right now. This assumes tha t the kingdoms of tije world
are Sat an's to· give. Satan is called the

a
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he was in a very special way an apos&ae
to these 'people.
•
C. Christian Respo)\Sibility iD ~
porting the Preachers.
:CHRISTIANS have a definite respcmsibility to care Jor th~ material sup..
port and needs of those who serve thea
in preaching the gospel. Paul says that
' this is right. "Do ye not know that tiJe7
which minister\ about holy things lin
pf }he things of the' temple? And they
which wait at the altar are partaken
with the altar? Even· so hath the Lon.
ordained that they which preach the gO&pel should live on the gospel" (I Cor.
9U3"14>. S.t atistics show that too
many congregations are not adequately
caring for the needs of their shephenl
and his family, thus they are sinning
against God's servant, and God's command.
Paul chooses to waive his rignt to
support. He is • not bragging, but he
said, "For though I preach the gospel.
I have , nothing to glory of: for neceaslty is iaid 'upon me: yea, woe is unto

'
Prince of the World (John 12:31; 14:::10;
16:11). The kingdoms of t}lis world are
now ruled over by imperfect people,
some of them being very wicked and
sinful. Christ will ultimately be victorious, but Satan proposed immediate victory if Christ should bo)V down and
worship him. Notice Christ's knock-out
blow which sent Satan away as Jesus
quoted from Deuteronomy for the third
time, Deut. 6:13 ahd 10:20: "Thou shalt
worship the Lord thy God, and Him
only shalt thou worship."
Let us r emember that it is our
Christian privilege and r esponsibility to
call in the resources of God to help us. •
- overcome the temptations which come
upon us. Study the glorious promise
which is f ound.' in First .Corinthians
10:13.
B. Christian Responsibility in our Example to Others.
OUR actions should be such that even
a weak Chr.i stian will not stumble because of · things we qo. The qu,estion
here has to do with eating meat sacrif iced to. idols. There wer e many gods in
Greece, and after sacrifices to these
gods had taken place many of the public markets sold tl:\e mea.t which had
been used in these religious ce.remonies.
Paul brings out t he fact that there is
only one true God. The idols. these people were worshiping were not God, so
1it really made no difference if they ate,
or did not eat, this meat which had
been used in these ceremonies to idols.
However, Paul realized that these
weaker Christians were living in an area
where people believed that these idols
were alive, and Paul teaches that it is
wrong to lead someone into doing something which his conscience tells him is
wrong . Just don't eat m.eat, if it is going
to cause a weaker brother to stumble,
Paul is saying. Leave it off, if it is
going to cause this weaker brother to do
something against his own conscience.
Paul then comes to a conclusion as to
his own actions; namely, that he will .abstain from eating this rrieat, even
though .there is no sin committed in ·
eating it. "Wlieref ore, if meat make my
brother to offend, · I will eat no flesh ·
while the world standeth, lest I . make
my br.other to offend" (I Cor. 8:13).
Paul shows that he feels a responsibility for these Christians, for he had led
them to knpw Christ as their personal
Lord and Savior. Therefbre, he felt that
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Autumn can become a nightmare
to church Brotherhood officers who
think they must plan a new year of
programs by themselves.
But autumn ·tan be wonderful,
particularly lor those Brotherhood
officers with the foresight to get
individual copies of the 1963·64
Brotherhood Handbook now.
•
This annual publication contains
30 suggested church Brotherhood
programs, each prepared by a
Brotherhood leader with extensive
experience in men's w.ork. •
But that's only part of the pack·
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age ~
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There's suggestions to each of·
liter on how to do his job better,
an installation service for olficers,
and information about special at·
tivities a Brotherhood can use to
interest men: There's also a com·
plete listing of supplies available to
do Brotherhood work.
All lor only $1 a copy or 85
cents each for five or more.

I

Mail ordefs to:

I
I
I
I

.

Dept. A, Brotherhood Commission, 1548 Poplar, Memphis 4, Ten·
nessee. (Checks should accompany
orders ol less than $5. Give name of
church and where Handbooks sltoa
be mailed. Charge accounts av01 able to chu rches.)

~------- ·
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if I preach not the gospel" (1. Cor.
:16). Paul does this that he might
able to win as many people as possile to Christ, and DO ODe could say that
he was preaching for the pay that he
would get. Paul tried to find common
grounds with all people, that he might
be able to tell them about the saving
power of Jesus (I Cor. 9:22.).
D. Our Christian Responsibility as
Learned from the History of Israel.
PUNISHMENT and destruction came
to many of these people because they
did not fulfill their God-given responsibilities. This should be a lesson to us
that we might fulfill our ·responsibilities which God expects us to fulfill.
With God's help it is possiple for us to
live a godly life, as we read in I Cor.
10:13. We are responsible to live this life
with . the help of Christ.
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MY wife has been bugging me for years
to buy her a fur ..coat. When she started
in again on the subject last 1week, I
finally told her: "Look, if you keep after
me for a fur coat much longer, you'll
get me mad and bring out the beast in
1
me."
·
"Oh, that's all right," she replied,
"we've got' a mousetrap around here
someplace."

Season's over
THE' teacher asked the class to list,
in their opm10n, the nine greatest
Americans.
.
,
.
After a while she stopped at one desk
and asked, "Have you finished your list,
Bobby?"
"Not yet," He replied, "I can'~ <fecide
on a shortstop,

190
26
61
112
69

SONNY: "Mother, we're going to
play elephants at the zoo and ~e want
you to help us."
Mother: "What on earth can I 'do?"
Sonny: "You can be the lady who
gives them peanuts and canl:ly."

INDEX
A-ArltaDaas Baptist Convention, giving (E) p8;
eonvention (a. bel. ) p14; program p6; Arkansas ·
Baptist N-..uine, lgnoranee too expensive
(E) p3.

~Baptist Boepitality (E) p3; Baptista Influ-

enced

(BL) p7; Boobhelf pll: Bouncing ball

CPS) p2.

C-Children's page pZO; Chrietian harmony (SS)
p22 ; Church, they woaJd ·p8; Coaae:v, J. I.
Day p10; eover story p9.
G-Griffin, J . A. to TU pll.
H-Heflin, Jay honored pll.
L--Letters to editor p4; Little River eleeta pl2.
M-Magnolia, Central dedicatee pl2: Ministry,
when to quit (MR) p9.
.... 0--0BC cheerleader& p11: Orr, Joe T. leaves
Tulot p12.
&-Reconciliation (BB) p7.
. S-Sawyen, Conway (KYll!) p17; SBC coopera..
tive program (ex. bd.) p14 : Southem Baptist College student center p13 i Spaee startling (E) p4 :
Standards, unchangeable (CM.H) p6.
T·-Training Union workshollll pp18-19.
Key to ll~tllngs:
(BL) Beacon Lights of
Baptist History; (CHM) CourtshiP. Mamle.ge
· and the Home; (El Editorial; (PS). Personally Speaking; (88) Sunday School Ieason:
(MR) Mlddle of the Road: (KYM) Know
Your Missionaries.

As cheaply as one
"DID you propose ·on your knees?"
"Yeah, and I've been ten years getting
back on my feet."

, Sm~ll mouth bass?

TWO fish were swimming along together in the river· when the little fish
FQre!
asked the much, larger fish, "How did
INSTRUCTOR: "I think you've taken you manage to grow so big?"
__enough p1·actice swings."
'
1 "My friend," he replied, "when I was
Duffer: "Gooq-now show me which , about your size I learned to keep my
mouth shu't, so here I am." ·
club to use to ma~e a .hole-in-one!"

That's different

THE little girl refused to go to ~leep '
in a neighbor's home, unless the bed_room door were left open.
"Why, yo)l're not afraid of the .darka big girl like. you," the neighbor 'teased.
"Yes, I ant,'' cried the little girl.
"But you're not afraid of the dark at
your house."
·
"I know," answered the girl, "but
that's my dark."

Wisdom
THE mosquito is like a child: When
it stops making noise, you know· it is
getting into something.

Coo~ration
ONE form of perverted cooperation
is illustrated in the following: A little
boy was playing all alone in the front
yard when a neighbor came · along and
asked where his brother was. "Oh," he
said, "he's in the house playing a duet.
I finished first."

'
1

Monkey at work

CTOBER 17 1963.

Squeak, please
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29
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A Smile or Two

Misprint?

THE following correction appeared in
a small town paper: "Our paper carried
the notice last week that Mr. John Jones
is a defective in the police force. This
was a typographical error. Mr. Jol).es is
really a detective · in the police farce."

.
Ou1· new girl, upon he·a ring of a man
who had smallpox twic'e and died of it,
wanted to know if he died the first or
second time.
·

Touche
PARSON Jones phoned the local Board
of Health to have a dead mule removed
from his lawn. The young clerk who
took the phone call thought he'd be
smart.
"I thought you ministers took care of
the dead," he replied.
"We do," answered the parson, "but
first we get in touch with the relatives."

Color conscious
A ROBUST matron asked a fashion
expert her opinion of the purple dress
she was wearing.
·
"What colors should I wear?'1 she inquired.
1
r
·"Madam," the expert said, "when God
created butterflies, he made them with
brilliant colors. But when He made the
elephant, in His wisdom, He made it
gray."

Scoundrel
"WHY don't you play' golf with Eddie
any more?" Elmer's wife asked him.
"Would you play with a fellow who
puts down the wrong score and moves
the ball when you aren't watching?"
"No," she replied. .
"Neither will Eddie."

Father of the bride
"OH, DADDY, I just despise himh i m-despise him-despise
him!'
'Now, now, Daughter. Calm yourself
and tell Daddy .when you plan to ·get
married."

despise
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In the world of religion

Saved by

tran~fusion

WASHINGTON, D.C. (EP-The unprecedented case in which a Jehovah's
Witnesses adult was given a blood trans~
fusion here despite her protest on religious grounds, is still open to adjudication if she wishes, a federal judge
said here.
Judge J. Skelly Wright, of the U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals, in an unusual
memorandum, has held that Mrs. James
Jones, 25, and her husband may, if they
wish, press for adjudication of the central legal issues. ·
Mrs. Jones was given a transfusion,
held necessary to save her life, when
Judge Wright upheld the application of
Georgetown University Hospital, a Roman Catholic institution. She is now
convalescing.
Judge Wright held that he acted be:.cause. her death would have imposed
a legal responsibility upon the Jesuitmaintained hospital.
The central issue raised by Edward
Bennett Williams, famed attorney who
represented the hospital, was: Does a
U.S. citizen ~ave the right to commit
suicide because of religious beliefs? He
posed the question whether U.S. laws
would permit a Buddhist monk to burn
hjmself to death in a public demonstra.
tion of faith . . . or permit a Hindu
widow to leap upon the funeral pyre
of her husband . . . or allow the human
sacrifices that are p·art of certain pagan
rites.
Relying heavily on the celebrated Ferguson case decided by the U.S. Supreme
Court (1878) which upheld laws barring· plural marriage, although Mormons
of that day believed in polygamy as a
religious practice, Mr. Williams argued
that suicide is a violation of civil ·Jaw
that can be prevented by intervention
of the courts.

Moderator quits . ministry
JOHANNESBURG, So. Africa (EP)Standing in the pulpit of his church before a large Sunday congregation, the
moderator of the Southern Transvaal
Synod of the Dutch Reformed Church
announced his resignation from the ministry, a move caused by his opposition
to racial segregation.
The Rev. C. F. Beyers Naude, regarded as one of the progressives in the
Church, decided to leave the ministry
when he was dire~ed to resign as editor
of a multiracial newsp_a per and as a director of an organization made up o:l
white and Negro clergy.

••• A PLAN to merge The Methodist Church and the Evaagelleal United Brethren
Church into a new "United Methodist Church" was adopted in Chicago at a ree•
meeting of union commissions from the two denominations. Talb aDd study have
been underway for about eight years, and the merge.r- could take effect by 1968 it'
approved by the two Churches. At ·present Methodists number 10.234,986 members.
Membership in the Evangelical United Brethren Church is 761,754.
• . . Pope Paul VI marked his 66th birthday on September 26 by teleeaattng a
message to the United States. Telstar, the communications satellite. wu used to
carry his greeting to Georgetown University, Jesuit' institution marking its 175th
anniversary in Washington, D.C•
• . . Official figures published in the annual report of the West Gei'JD&D govern·
ment revealed that of the tot.&) population of 56 million in the Weat German
Federal Republic and West Berlin, 51 per eent are Protestants; and « per cent
are Roman Catholics. Three per cent are religiously unaffiliated. Compara,t ive
figures for 1953 were 51.2, 45.2, and 3.3 per cent.
• . • Building activity by private hospitals and institutions, many of them churchrelated, set a new high record for a single month, reaching $99 million in Augut.J
This was $8 million above July and $16 million above August a year a~o. eo...
struction for the first eight months of"this year is $666 millioDo compared 1!itJa
. $579 milliom in the same period during 1962·~urvey Bulletin

•

Against parochial aid ,

Withdraws witness award

WASHINGTON-Sixty-two per cent
of the voters in the nation who have· an
opinion on the subject are opposed to
federal aid to parochial schools, according to "The Harris Survey" released;here
through the Washington Post, prominent daily newspaper. Only 13 per cent
of the nation's voters said that they are
not sure what they think about aid to
parochial schools.
The Harris Survey is a public opinion
fact finding agency s~milar to the Gallup Poll. It is conducted periodically on
various subjects by Louis Harris and
published in the Washington Post. The
Harris Survey was developed by the
Washington Po,st to find facts for itself.
The finding of .the Harris · Suryey. on
parochial school aid is in direct conflict
with that of the Gall)lp Poll in Feb-ruary of this year. At that time the
Gallup Poll reported that since 1961 public opinion had shifted from heavy opposition to widespread support of federal
aid to parochial schools.
The largest shift, according to the
Gallup Poll, was in the Protestant com.
munity. This poll reported that in 1961,
63 per cent of Protestants C?PPO!le~ a.id
to parochial schools but that in 1963
only 50 per cent were in opposition.
The Harris Survey cont;radicts this
finding and announces that at tqe present time 71 per cerit. of the Protestants
oppose such aid. A significant finding
of the Harris Survey is that while &3
per cent of Roman Catholics favor
federal aid to education, only 67 per
cent of them favor such aid . to their
sc:honl!l.

SCHOHARIE, N.Y. (EP)-The principaJ of Central High School here
branded as "religious discritninationj"
the American Legion's withdrawal of a
award made earlier to a Jehovah's Wi
n-ess . student who said he could no
salute the flag because of religious prin~
ciples. .
_
'\.
Recipient of the award, a medal, was
Henry Jenner, 19, a senior at Central
High. It was presented by a Legio
post last spring at graduation exer b.
cises for outstanding "honor, coura
j
scholarship, leadership and service."
~
Later, however, when· the Legion pos'
learned of his religious beliefs, thl!
youth was requested ·to return th
medal on orders from the group's national office.
The withdrawal brought a complaint
from the school's principal, Marvin
Loveys, who said that any -organization "that sets up a discriminatory
clause should be excluded from having
anything to do with the public schools." •

Average pastor salary
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (EP)-The
average salary of pastors in the
American Lutheran Church is $6,221,
a denominational survey, here disclosed.
According to Dr. George H. Berkheimer,
director of the ALC Board of Pensions,
the survey was made in connection with
an actuarial . study required for medical
coverage of retired pastors and widows.
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